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THE 108TH SESSION 
OF THE 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSEMBLY 

STUDENT GOVERNl\!ENT GENERAL ASSEl\!BLY MEETING 

Tuesday, November 11th, 2014 

SPK\KER OF THE ASSEMBLY: BRA YDON JONES, UNIVERSITY-WIDE REPRESENTATIVE 

CLERK OF THE ASSEMBLY: JORDAN DURRANI 
PARLL\MENTARIAN: DANIEL WARNER 

I. Call Meeting to Order 
II. First Roll Call 

Ill. Approval of the Minutes 
IV. Guests 

V. Open Forum 
a. Zack Schmitz- Food drive for students. Boxes in the SAC for SG inside and outside the 

office. One at the school of info. One at the PAC. Boxes around. Donate cans. 
Incentives- if you do it for an org, we'll give out a box- Hex Rally- winning org will be 
recognize and give a plaque. Individual competition. Signed Charlie Strong ball raffle for 
those who give 5 cans. Raised 8000 pounds of cans last year. 

b. Erin Glean- Student with Disabilities director. Don't vote for AB 2. Restructures the 
agency, nobody came to talk to us. Why so many changes were made. Some changes are 
problematic. Need the name change- wasn't changed here. Can't release any of the logos. 
Don't need more students in the group. Changes should be looked over by SSD. 
Committees are appointed positions and aren't given oversight. Not doing town hall 
anymore. Events in rules are only for blind. Shouldn't be forced to have events. Would 
like amendment to have agency oversight. Q/Barth- rules are getting rewritten this 
summer, had anyone on exec reached out to you? No. 

c. Ryan Rafols- AR 22. Not wholly against it. Want SG to rethink it. Look over it some 
more. Suggestions for stipends. ACC student gov experience. Lots of work. Divided into 
categories for positions. Used money to give stipends for agency heads. Anonymous 
reporting for stipend receivers- reviewed what actually done. Anonymous lottery of 
studnets with DoS. 

d. Kyle Mason- AB 2- magnitude of bill. Lots of stakeholders. The rules are incomplete. 
Not one specific part. Burden to everyone. Important that we take all the time necessary. 
Not make large edits during General Assembly. Lots of conversation to be had. Lots 
share the same opinion. Affects so many people. Table for the time being. Ad hoc 
committee- more stakeholders. Everyone is happy with how it's turning out. Finding 
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compromise. Biggest overhaul of the document in recent memory. Any confusion 
multiplies. Q/Barth- 1) were you at summer meeting? Yes. 2) What changes did you see 
between this meeting and what was submitted? 3) have you submitted any changes to 
this meeting? Exec submitted changes as the whole. Submitted to Nosa, who sent to 
you. 

e. Amber Magee- Were you involved in other agencies? Reps need to get involved in other 
agencies. Exec and Leg tackle different issues. AB 2- Article 19- talks about agency 
evaluation. When you're progressing, you should always reevaluate. Committee change 
should be made. Advisor for strengths of the agency. Issue with including 3 members of 
assembly. Work with eachother on these issues. Overstepping bounds- not having 
experience with assembly. Bringing agency up for review. Q/Barth- have you prior to 
tonight been spoken to by exec about this change and can you provide insight on this? 
Chris and I have been working well together. Agency evaluation brought to attention this 
week. Love input but don't think this is right first step. Q/Barth- I assume it caused 
concern then. What steps did you take that rules committee was aware of this concern? 
Change to our meeting. Wasn't given access to this email. 

f. Olivia Arena- AB 2- involve multiple stakeholders. Changes to requirements of agency 
directors. Don't come to lots of our events. Assembly don't sit in on this process. Had a 
good convo with exec. When assembly members are reviewing this, they need to have 
involvement prior. Definitely should go back to committee. All should be spoken to, 
talked to, rushed. Most important changes were not made. No longer just one director. 
Q/ Cavazos- Who specifically on exec. Were you contacted 2 months during summer? 
Meeting not able to attend. Those were ent out immediately after meeting. Q/Cavazos
changes made 4 months- not sent out, not the wrong move of the assembly. Hope exec 
can make this happen. 

g. David Maly- editor of some. Very hard to get rule changes. 3 emails, no responses. Been 
like this throughout the process. Hasn't been communicated well throughout the 
process. Q/Patel- when did you contact these folks? Last week. Q/Ferguson- who did 
you contact? Q/Crane- did you ever look at the calendar? No. 

h. Charlotte McClure- AB 2- concerned which requires to take into account whatever 
recommendations assembly does. We know what the agencies are doing. Someone might 
approach diversity with lack of regard. Can literally destroy agency. Afforded no 
autonomy. 

VI. Ex-Officio Member Reports 

a. Graduate Student Assembly 

b. Senate of College Councils 

c. Events and Entertainment 

VII. Administration of Oath 

VIII. Internal Appointments 

IX. External Appointments 

X. Advisor Report 
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a. Alex Kappus, Depu!J to the Dean of Students- akappus@austin.utexas.edu 
1. Highlight 2 resources through DoS and encourage knowledge of these spread 

through constituents. Behavioral Concerns Advice Line- if you ever feel 
threatened, you can call 512-232-5050. Submit an online form. If imminent 
threat, call 911 is best. Threats are environment, how you're feeling. Student 
orgs- process. Submission right on home page. Many orgs are in the process of 
bringing new members. Opportunity for any reports regarding risky behavior 
including hazing. UT takes very seriously. Election Supervisory Board. 
Utexasvote. AB 2- want you to think about tone in addressing one another. All 
students adhere to UT code of conduct. Reminder- talks about member expected 
to uphold core values. You are longhorns. Uphold respect for peers even with 
differing issues. 

XI. Executive Reports 
a. Kornel Rady, Pmident-koriradv135@gmail.com 

i. Will send out an email later. 

b. Taylor Strickland, Vice President- taylor.sttickland@!utexas.edu 

1. FAC is 24/7. Need a place a study? Shop-a-Major- open classes for a week. 
Something to bring to different schools. Parking app to expand to all. Q/Long
update on android app? At the discretion of Tower communications leaders. 
Lots of people 

c. Chris Jordan, Chief of Staff christopherjordan@utexas.edu 
i. Thanks to all agency directors. Get to know em. 

d. Nathan Waters, Communications Director- watcrsnathanl@vmail.com 
e. Rachel Miller, Internal Financial Director- Rachel.miller@utexas.edu 

i. Somber Happy Tuesday. Some of us going to Iowa soon. 
f. Kyle Mason, External Financial Director- kylemasonl@utexas.edu 

g. Nosa Aimuyo, Administrative Director- nosaaimuyoCci:!utcxas.edu 
XII. Director and Executive Staff Reports 

a. Ryan Rafols- UAP budget surplus of quarter million dollars. Need to figure out what to 
do with this. Don't want to give to Pease Park. 

b. John Brown- mirrors our political institutions. State Relations. Ball rolling with 
advocates. Sen Ray Farabee going through chemotherapy. InvestinTexas- operational 
committee apps due tomorrow- 5 positions. 

XIII. Judicial Report 
XIV. Unfinished Business 

a. AB 2- Code of Rules and Procedures 

1. Motion to suspend and hear before exec reports. Passes. Point out. I'm an 
author, will not be stepping down unless needed to enter debate. Four months of 
work. Lots of work. Countless meetings with tons of different people. Dilligent 
conversation. Agency directors glad to voice concerns. Want to give insight on 
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committee- all busy people. Did give opportunity to submit changes. Were kept 
in the loop. Requests were made in writing. Did try to accommodate. Changes 
can be made on the floor. Lots of changes in the floor before. My sincerest 
apologies to directors. Directors in the exec branch. We can work on these right 
now- changes were made by previous directors because we felt that they were 
out of touch. Thos directors worked with Braydon and other directors. We did 
not do those. We cannot change- committee is 7 people, 3 from legislative- can't 
change without a majority. In our rules. Required to give 2 weeks to give updates. 

11. Q/Patrick- lots of people haven't been contacted. Is there a reason why we need 
to pass this week? There are several aspects that change immediately. It's 
important to make changes. We can add add! bill to update this. Any changes 
don't change the direction of the agencies. We can work moving forward that 
addresses. Good precedent- all work together to address these dynamics. Let's 
not hold back more. Next week- can be slippery slope. Committee can't function 
without it. 

111. Q/Cardenas- yield to Amber Magee- evaluation question. 3/7 assembly. 43% of 
decision. How would we convey this to you? 

1v. Jones steps down as Speaker, Sherman takes over. 

v. Jones- all agency directors. Thanks- not anything that I understand more than 
agency. Working with agencies. When we took down the task, I was in the 
capacity of chief of staff. Previous did overhaul and went through every 
description. Wasn't able to complete task. Largest ones QSA, LEA. Wording of 
directors. Never forces agency into action. Must accept recommendation. Me 
being chief of staff, I understand what it's like. The assembly has to be able to 
control- we need to appoint and confirm, and we need to determine if agency 
should function. It is needed to reevaluate. I made the representation on this 
committee. Representatives to be informed. Create a connection between all. I 
know more than anything that the agencies are the vehicles that spark this. 
Chapter 3- agency directors with permission with policy director and CoS can 
change anything. Clerk will do this. Agency director- no documents, no 
transformation. What this doc is supposed to do- guideline for newbies. Detailed 
description of agency. There in stone to help. Partnerships are. Helps continuity. 
One CoS can't control different agencies. Lots of pressure, I know. I personally 
believe that this in the best interest of students on campus. 

1. Q/ Arena- Why do members of the assembly need to vote on whether or 
not we're doing a good job? If they want to be present, why do they have 
to have inner workings? CEO analogy, care about the bottom line. 
Duties of the legislative branch. Supposed to send updates to legislature. 
Allows reevaluation and impact of agency. Cavazos- I do know agency. 

2. DEBATE TIME 

a. Point of clarification- go through rules of debate. 
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b. Chris Jordan- speaking against. Should be point enough that 
should go back to committee. What happened and voted to 
committee. Held in exec sessions, largely determined without 
representative. Needs to go back to committee. Q/Long- ask 
what CoS has to do with agencies? Relevant stakeholders. Needs 
to be put into practice. Shall be ex-officio member of agencies. 
Overseee exec. Recruit and provide continuity. Monitor policy. 
Q/Long- would you not say oversight? Would it not include 
keeping the committee informed. Have seen all informed. 
Q/Cavazos- clear- exec- asked to hear parts. Why did you not 
give reports. Why did you not submit? Move to go into 
question/ answer Any objections. Move into question/ answer. 
Jordan- give us total discretion- why not put in? Why were not 
put in? Agency directors are doing a lot that aren't reflected. 
Intention not reflected in bill. 

c. Cavazos- sent to all. All that replied to my concerns, left the way 
they were. Were not contacted by all members of exec. One issue 
I addressed. Some changes were made in committee to their own 
position even though had 4 months. That piece was out of my 
concern. Emails- have been contacted. 

d. Rosales- Art 2, Sect 2.9, Subsect A, Chapter 1- All applications 
within exec made public to assembly. Why apps for leg/judicial 
are public are. A: Jordan: want changes for all, feel like no app 
should be public. Exec wants to make apps given to assembly. 
Point of order. 

e. Rachel Miller- not appropriate to point fingers. This is a huge 
initiative. Don't need to say we've used a lot of man hours. Lots 
of grammatical errors. Not appropriate for SG. Should be 
oversight on this issue. Planning on fixing these structural errors. 
A/Cavazos- LPC- geared towards fixing these if legislation 
passes. Will have stakeholders from all branches. Will make issues 
clear. A/Barth- ad hoc committee- make comment- we've had 
bunch of people submit comments, if you make them, what does 
our committee do if we've got an ad-hoc committee. 

f. Miller- changes that were not made- countlessly came to meetings 
and submitted documents. Lots of bigger points. Feel like this 
was rushed. Enormous bill to be passed with lots of issues. 
A/Barth- at one of meeting. We don't have points written. Can't 
change. 

g. Banner- drop specific concerns. There are 33 members, 3 authors 
on this document, no reason to rush this, deserves everyone's 
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voice in the assembly. What is the main concern with pushing 
this back? Reason why our constitution took four months to 
complete. A/ Cavazos- addresses needs. We have to have rules at 
some point. We're open to amendments. We can make changes 
here. Working with diverse array of people to work. 

h. Strickland- we do know that there are points that need to be 
raised. Is there a process to include these points or are we just 
going to say, SOL? Can be amended. Not acknowledging that is 
not fmished. 

L Magee- is this our best foot forward? Yes, it's the best we're 
going to get. How would we make fixes if those claims you said 
are true about not being able to pass? If need be, we can make 
these changes here. 

J· Mason- this governs three branches. Exec has a lot of problems. 
Branch in entirety doesn't believe it helps. More work needs to be 
put into it. Crane- only one person responded, Nosa. Took 
initiative to email all of you. All have been around here. Clifford
will hear proposed amendments right now rather than favoring 
one branch over another. 

k. Patrick- should table this and contact agency directors. The 
reason- text- can you forward me the bill? Lots haven't seen this 
change. If we have time to change this. Why is it this important 
to do this right now. Rumor to presidential veto, which wouldn't 
be able to be responded to. Amending this would come straight 
to committee, it's a quick fix. This is a lasting document. Aware 
of the situation. 

1. Patel- Are yall willing to hear amendments right now, and what's 
the process for amendments? What's the process for agencies not 
present? A/Barth- love to take recess. We can clarify any and all 
amendments. Let's fix these docs. 

m. Rosales- Why can't public access apps for exec? A/Barth
changed proposed, asked to by exec. Nosa- don't expect apps to 
given to just about anyone. Private information. 

n. Olivia Arena- if we want any changes, your proposal asks to go 
through process that has failed before? Committee is the same 
apparatus that didn't reach out in the first place. Warning given to 
Barth. 

o. Chris Jordan-A/Clifford- theere's time to given now. Can we 
work through this now, if not feasible. Is the process that need 
amendment. Will you listen to everyone now? 
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p. SSD Director- why remove agencies if directors are not working 
well? A/Jones- the way that I wrote this, we need the legislative 
review. Looking at other agency to change all this. Nobody would 
ever think of removing SSD. 

q. Olivia- people change every year. Allowing this is a breach of 
what legislative assembly actually should do. A/Jones- I care. Not 
my intention to destroy agency. Review panel- let assembly to 
agecy support exist. No requirement. A/Jones- will work with 
you on that amendment. 3 generations of directors sitting down 
and working it out. Agencies are the vehicle that address students. 
These things can be hinderances to expansion. Why is that the 
role of the assembly? A/Jones- most successful SGs in the 
country- positive feedback from experiments because it connects 
people. 

r. Patrick- do we intend to immediately change this? How much do 
we anticipate changing this? Constitution- have to start with a 
base. If we pass it we can change it. Last session we abolished 
rules. We don't have rules. This takes that place. Need something 
to start with. Motion to close Q/ A. 

s. Move to table this. 

t. President Rady- lots of holes in large piece of legislation. Largest 
change in SG in half a decade. Should take lots of work. There 
are opinions that haven't been heard. POI- Do you have this 
power to make ad-hoc committee. Yes. Create a new piece of 
legislation to change this. 

u. Cavazos- agreed that president will create adhoc committee. All 
parties will be included to attend. This is exactly what will happen 
to legislation. Let's pass the basebill. /Rady- we do not agree with 
sentiment of base bill. We will talk about it on base bill. Key 
point on the basebill, we can move forward. It's pretty common 
though that there are amendments that need to be made. 
/Cavazos- would agency directors- reverting to original rules to 
work together to make changes. /Arena- cannot do this with 
passing on basebill- motivating. /Barth- will form a committee 
until give recommendation. We would not send it back, our 
recommendations will be passed on hopefully. /Rady- was not 
able to come in summer. Ad-hoc. /Barth- can we have one. Why 
can't we avoid rules committee. 

v. Motion by Jones. Ad hoc- committee chaired by Warner, 
including all relevant parties. PoO- Crane- can't be chaired by 
Warner. 
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b. AR 23- In Support of the Core Values of UT Football Coach Charlie Strong 

i. Commending the coach for changing coaching culture and sports philosophy. 
Move by unanimous consent. Passes. 

c. AR 24- In Support of Divestment From Companies Involved In Genocide 

i. Same bill as last time. Q/Rosales- BoR will develop a comprehensive list. 
PetroChina directly sells supplies that are used to murder other people. Passes. 

A'V. New Business 

XVI. Speaker of the Assembly Report- Braydon Jones- braydon.k.joncs@~>inail.com 

a. Thank you to Crane, Long, Barth, entirety of committee to get things done. It's gonna 
happen. 

A'Vll. Assembly Committee Reports 
a. Academic Affairs Committee, Chandler Foster- chanmfoster@gmail.com 
b. External Affairs Committee, Jessica Sherman- jcssicashc1111an@utcxas.edu 

i. Sent out email in lieu of meeting. Set a deadline for this. Some reps that aren't 
c. Financial Affairs Committee, Shannon Geison- sgeison223(.V!,>111ail.com 

i. Apologize for looking like a marshmallow. Getting some special requests. Make 
the process easier for everyone. 

d. Legislative Affairs Committee, Sergio Cavazos- scrgiocavazos@utexas.edu 
i. Won't be meeting this week. Conference call is down. 

e. Rules and Regulations Committee, Melysa Barth- melysabanh@utexas.edu 

1. Will send out an email about meeting. Q/Draper- cliffs? Not committed to 
committee. Also, send us our comments. Include all committee members on 
dialogue. Will be happening now. Want to move forward. Q/Cardenas- can we 
be a little late? Do the rules still apply. TFBA. 

f. Student Affairs Committee, Jamie Nalley- jamienallevl l@~=ail.com 
i. Jamie Nalley hibernates during the cold winter months 

A'Vlll. Representative Reports 
a. Cavazos- Thanks- my way or the highway bad. Let's be open to amendments. 

b. Patrick- if you have anything about sg you want us to bring to other schools. 

c. Geison- Sherman and I have been working on late night for dining halls, they should be 
able to match 24/7 PCL/FAC. DFHS wants to put on lunch for us. 

d, Rosales- bring to your attention. SFS- creating an app for students accessing 
scholarship/ fin aid, a lot fo their ideas, we were already working on. 

XIX. Announcements 

a. Draper- Pat Green will be playing for $25. 40* tomorrow. 
b. Rosales- part of Senate- academic enrichment week. 

c. Strickland- want to meet with reps to do final stretch checkin, Want to see how we can 
help. Text me to reach out with us. 
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d. Patrick- 6-7 College outreach division of AEI is guest speaker Toby Stock, dean of 
admisisons at Harvard Law. 

e. Barth- 6-730, Education Council- free texmex. Free cotton candy. 
f. Jones- tickets to Randy Rogers $30. 
g. Jaime- click rate increased for newsletter. /Long 

XX. Second Roll Call 
XXL Recess 


